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An outcome of the research in Noord-Holland demonstrates that at least two constellations, 
with classical and still used referents were known to indigenous people by about 600 BC. 
At the Schagen sites of a later date (c 300 – 350 AD) another two were recovered. These 
four are now called—Horse/Pegasus, Hercules/The Kneeler, Greater Dog/Canis Major 
and Taurus/The Bull. Within a Germanic context and through the materials deposited 
within the separate features marking them, there is reason to think they are of the general 
types of figures found in later Icelandic/Norwegian texts. The points of departure are 
the Horse=Yggdrasill, Hercules=Thor, Greater Dog=Garm, the greatest of all dogs, and 
Adhumla, the giant Cow. The last is known from Snorri Sturluson’s account (Glyf. 5-7; 
Faulkes 1987, 11) as discussed in section 7.5.
Because of these classically known constellations, the Voluspa was regarded to see if the 
progression of verses could be commensurate with the movement of the figures and a 
description of the night-sky as a total, seasonal structure. Figure 68 shows the outcome 
of areas and constellation equivalents suggested. Figure 69 is important for showing the 
progression in more general terms as four time slices during the longest nights, whereby 
the main structure is illustrated. The happy world of the gods’ disappears which is the area 
having the Horse/Yggdrasill constellation. 

The doom of the gods’ is as one facet of meaning through the night-sky being wholly 
taken over by that part becoming visible to the other side, the underworld. The tri-partition 
of the night sky is the key to this interpretation, and also derives from the settlement 
research. As some researchers have suspected (see discussion on Martin, 7.4), a part of 
meaning is the seasonal, and the text is here interpreted as the progression of sky landscape 
with figures, through the year.
There are various translations available. The translation given here of the complete Voluspa is 
by Larrington (1999). There are many points of connection and explanation one could re-
make, citing various text editors/translators on cross-referencing and derivation of names as 
figures. This has not been done, except for a few comments, as well as a few points on Snorri’s 
Prose Edda, and brief notes on other parts of the Poetic Edda. The interpretation put forward 
below is one of the place of action, and the progress made within the night-sky. The text is 
considered literally and specifically about the otherworldly, with gods, giants and dwarfs. It is 
not about this earth or world, but is inverted as to day and night, in line with the interpreta-
tion put forward in Chapter 6.

1

2

3

Attention I ask from all the sacred people,
greater and lesser, the offspring of Heimdall;
Father of the Slain, you wished that I should declare
the ancient histories of men and gods, those which I 
   remember from the first.

I, born of giants, remember very early
those who nurtured me then;
I remember nine worlds, I remember nine giant women,
the mighty Measuring Tree down below the earth.

Young were the years when Ymir made his settlement,
there was no sand nor sea nor cool waves;
earth was nowhere nor the sky above,
chaos yawned, grass was there nowhere.

4

5

6

First the sons of Bur brought up the earth,
the glorious ones who shaped the world between;
the sun shone from the south on the hall of stones,
then the soil was grown over with green plants. 

From the south, Sun, companion of the moon,
threw her right hand round the edge of the heaven;
Sun did not know where her hall might be,
the stars did not know where their place might be,
the moon did not know what power he had.

Then all the Powers went to the thrones of fate,
the sacrosanct gods, and considered this:
to night and her children they gave names, 
morning they named and midday,
afternoon and evening, to reckon up the years.

7

8

9

The Æsir met on Idavoll Plain,
they built altars and high temples;
they set up their forges, smithed precious things,
shaped tongs and made tools.

They played chequers in the meadow, they were
    merry,
they did not lack for gold at all,
until three giant girls came,
mighty and powerful, out of Giantland. 

Then all the Powers went to the thrones of fate,
th  the sacrosanct gods, and considered this:
who should form the lord of the dwarfs 
out of Brimir’s blood and from Blain’s limbs?

These verses set the stage, and st. 5 and 6 specifically mention one of the functions of this text: counting 
years. The ‘Measuring Tree’, the World Tree/Yggdrasill (st. 2) might be considered as having been used 
in this reckoning. The tree or pole is considered to extend from the polestar, and tilts through the year. 
As the hand of a clock, direction points to the place of the tree, and the aspect of the year, or within 
one long night’s telling (cf fig. 69) the prediction of the year.

In st. 7, the Æsir met on the plain, taken as being Asgard, the part of the night-
sky above the Milky Way (Midgard/earth). Planets, moon and sun, move along a 
pathway along the back of constellation Horse/Pegasus. In st. 8, the three fates are 
usually taken as meant (see below st. 20). St. 9 introduces the following nine verses, 
the important matter of creating dwarfs (humans) from blood and bones.

Appendix 3: An interpretation of the Voluspa.





10

11

12

Then Motsognir became the greatest of 
all the dwarfs, and Durin another;
Many manlike figures they made,
dwarfs from the earth, as Durin recounted.

New-moon and Dark-of-moon, North and South,
East and West, Master-thief, Delayer,
Bivor, Bavor, Bombur, and Nori,
An and Anar, Great-grandfather and Mead-wolf.

Liquor and Staff-elf, Wind-elf and Thrain,
Known and Thorin, Thror, Colour and Wise,
Corpse and New-advice: now I have rightly
—Regin and Counsel-sharp—reckoned up the dwarfs.

   13

14

15

Fili and Kili, Foundling and Nali,
Haft and Vili, Hanar and Sviur,
Frar and Hornborer, Fræg and Sea-pool,
Loamfield, Iari, Oakenshield.

Time it is to tally up the dwarfs in Dvalin’s lineage,
the people of Lofar,
those who sought out from the stony halls 
the dwelling of Loamfield on Iorovellir.

They were Draupnir and Dolgthrasir,
Greyhair, Mound-river, Lee-plain, Glow,
Skirvir, Virvir, Skafid, and Great-grandfather.

16

17

18

Elf and Yngvi, Oakenshield,
Fialar and Frosty, Finn and Betrayer;
they’ll be remembered while mankind endures,
the long tally of ancestors of Lofar.

Until three gods, strong and loving,
came from that company to the world;
they found on land Ash and Embla,
capable of little, lacking in fate.

Breath they had not, spirit they had not,
character nor vital spark nor fresh complexions;
breath gave Odin, spirit gave Hænir,
vital spark gave Lodur, and fresh complexions.

Verses 10-16 tell of the lineage of the dwarfs, whereby many of the names are unclear, and remain 
untranslated. 
Made in the image of men, translations differ as to the last line of st. 10: here they are from the earth, 
otherwise in the earth (Bellows), under the earth (Hollander), or of earth (Otten).  
Using the earth as the designation of Milky Way/Midgard would place these small-scale humans/
dwarfs there. The dwarfs, as shown by their names are not particularly spectacular, the good and bad, 
the mundane, the craftsmen, and named after natural phenomena. Not high in stature they have no 
high status: the metaphor of the little people, and perhaps all those dim stars along the path of the 
Milky Way. 
17: Larrington (1999, 264) assumes verses are missing before vs 17, as does Bellows. Some have argued 
this catalogue of names was added, but they are found in the extant manuscripts. Snorri relates two 
logs washed up to shore, out of which two people were created, Ask and Embla, and ‘from them were 
produced the mankind to whom the dwelling-place under Midgard was given’ (Gylf. Faulkes 1987, 
13). This has induced interpreters to separate Ask and Embla off from the dwarfs. In the same passage 
Snorri says Midgard is the fortification around the earth on the inner side, and also cites a passage from 
an older work: ‘And from [the giant Ymir's] eyelashes the joyous gods made Midgard for men’s sons.’ 
Placing Midgard as the Milky Way also then places Ask and Embla on the Milky Way. There is no need 
of verses missing, nor an added catalogue of dwarfs. And, the dwarfs are also on the Milky Way (from 
the earth—st. 10). They are counted (reckoned—st. 12) and are a long tally (st. 16). And they are 

 
ancestors, already arrived. Here suggested is that if the dwarfs listed already have 
their star homes on the Midgard/Milky Way. Ask and Embla would be two new 
arrivals. They are then given a new state by the gods (or one god, as the three 
names are sometimes considered to refer to Odin, only) on the eyelash solidity of 
this Midgard place.
Dwarfs are stated as made in human likeness, but small in stature-status which puts 
them into the same relationship as the Noord-Holland inhabitants relative to the 
images they were creating on the ground, dwarfing themselves in scale relative 
to the constellation images. Suspected is therefore that dwarfs are possibly the 
soul/small star, otherworldly existence of humans, inhabiting the sky land/sands of 
Midgard. 
The ‘greatest’ dwarf, Motsognir (st. 10), might a great star on the Milky Way. The 
star Procyon does not gain a place within the remaining verses, and is therefore 
possibly Motsognir (fig. 68). Taking the Voluspa only, there is no indication the place 
of action is different between st. 16 and 17. Wandering, as planets, the gods coming 
from Asgard, to the shore of Midgard (on the underworld, beach side), would cross 
the Milky Way/Midgard in the area around Ophiuchus/Serpent Holder. Getting a 
spark and a fresh complexion (st. 18), Ask and Embla would become small stars in 
this area.





19

20

21

I know that an ash-tree stands called Yggdrasill,
a high tree, soaked with shining loam;
from there come the dews which fall in the valley,
ever green, it stands over the well of fate.

From there come three girls, knowing a great deal,
from the lake which stands under the tree;
Fated one is called, Becoming another—
they carved on wooden slips—Must-be the third;
they set down laws, they chose lives,
for the sons of men the fates of men.

She remembers the first war in the world,
when they buttressed Gullveig with spears 
and in One-eye’s hall they burned her;
three times they burned her, three times she was reborn,
over and over, yet she lives still.

22

23

24

Bright One they called her, wherever she came to houses,
the seer with pleasing prophecies, she charmed them
    with spells;
she made magic wherever she could, with magic she 
    played with minds,
she was always the favourite of wicked women.

Then all the Powers went to the thrones of fate,
the sacrosanct gods, and considered this:
whether the Æsir should yield the tribute
or whether all the gods should partake in the sacrifices.

Odin shot a spear, hurled it over the host;
that was still the first war in the world;
the defensive wall was broken of the Æsir’s stronghold;
the Vanir, indomitable, were trampling the plain.

25

26

27

Then all the Powers went to the thrones of fate,
the sacrosanct gods, and considered this:
who had mixed the air with wickedness,
or given Od’s girl to the giant race.

Thor alone struck a blow there, swollen with rage,
he seldom sits still when he hears such things said;
the oaths broke apart, the words and the promises,
all the solemn pledges which had passed between 
them.

She knows that Heimdall’s hearing is hidden
under the radiant, sacred tree;
she sees, pouring down, the muddy torrent 
from the wager of Father of the Slain; do
    you understand yet, or what more?

At the end of these nine stanzas (st. 27), the phrase is introduced asking for decoded 
information. Perhaps something as follows is applicable, as some identifications are made:

19:  Perhaps the ash-tree is where one should pipe up to remark the contradiction: an ash is 
not an evergreen. Other much discussed candidates are juniper and yew, as being meant due 
to references on earthly practices across Europe in Classical and Medieval texts, and legends 
surrounding still standing trees. Trees honoured on earth of these species are however the 
nearest earthly equivalent, symbolic of the ‘Tree’. An immortal tree in the sky might just as 
well be an ash. 
Yggdrasill is the ash, but as a proper name it also says: Odin’s Horse (Ygg is one of Odin’s 
names, and drasil is horse: Davidson 1993, 68). The heavenly Odin's Horse-Tree is, by nature 
of it being of stars in the sky, immortal, thus always green. Yggdrasill is identified here through 
the Horse constellation found at the four Noord-Holland sites, and the incorporated wood, 
whereby it is also a tree-horse. In combination to the roots of the tree, stretching under the 
earth/Midgard, it is reconstructed (figs. 59, 60) as extending from the pole star, up to the gods’ 
world.
20:  ‘Under the tree’ are two constellations, Cepheus and Cassiopeia. They would be in 
position to be the well, and the three Norns as the fates, sitting next to the well, and known 
from other texts (cf also Bauschatz 1975).  Mimir is sometimes associated with the same well 
as that of the Norns, at the foot of Yggdrasill (e.g., Davidson 1964, 234). A well would be in 
the earth, as the positioning of Chepheus is in the Milky Way, and under the tree. 
21: Gollveig is translated by Bellows as Gold-might, clearly connected with immortality here. 
Generally agreed is that One-eye is Odin. His hall, as a constellation designation, would be 
the square of Pegasus. 

22-23:  At times, two separate beings have been taken as being meant in these verses. Both 
Otten and Larrington, among others, consider them one and the same. ‘Bright One (Heid) is 
usually thought as the hypostasis of Freyia, like Gullveig in the previous verse, since Freyia is 
known to be skilled in seid …’ (Larrington 1999, 265). Given the names and the immortality, 
even after burning-up ‘oft and again’, the moon is implied, as she is in later stanzas, seeing far 
and wide. These two verses also rectify the inverted situation of st. 5, and the gender of sun 
and moon. In st. 23 she is being described from our world perspective.
26:  Thor is one of the reference points provided by the settlement remains of Schagen, in the 
form of the constellation of Hercules, as his image. But, this will be found, when he slays the 
serpent (st.56). Here he could be a wandering planet, Jove/Jupiter, following other texts, but 
he was also identified with Hercules (Davidson 1964, 84; 1993, 47). As both  wandering diety, 
as planet, and as constellation (as image), the texts could be explained.
27:  Larrington notes Heimdall’s ‘hearing’ is his ear, forfeited as had Odin one of his eyes, 
for wisdom. Both are in a well guarded by Mimir. If the well is the same as that identified as 
constellation Cepheus, the wagers (Odin’s eye, and ear) could be stars here, and the muddy 
torrent possibly another metaphor for the Milky Way. The ear is also associated with his horn, 
suggested as the constellation Little Bear, below.
At the end of this verse is the first time one is asked if one understands, and could add more 
meaning, than just this story told. This phase is here suggested to be the testing element on 
the above mentioned positioning of the constellations and structure of the night sky. In st. 
28, below, testing is directly mentioned. The description of Asgard, past exploits, and basic 
divisions are set as place. That part of the heaven with the Horse constellation is partially in 
view, and will become fully in view with the next nine verses. Now the future will be told, 
and risings on the east will become more evident.





28

29

Alone she sat outside, when the old man came,
the Terrible One of the Æsir and he looked in her eyes:
‘Why do you question me? Why do you test me?
I know everything, Odin, where you hid your eye 
in the famous well of Mimir.’
Mimir drinks mead every morning
from Father of the Slain’s wager—do you understand
    yet, or what more?

Father of Hosts chose for her rings and necklaces,
he got wise speech and a rod of divination;
she saw widely, widely into all the worlds.

30

31

32

She saw valkyries coming from far and wide,
ready to ride to the Gothic nation;
Skuld held one shield, Skogul another,
Gunn, Hild, Gondul, and spear-Skogul;
now the ladies of the General, the valkyries are counted up,
    ready to ride the earth.

I saw Baldr, for the bloody god,
Odin’s child, his fate concealed;
there stood grown—higher than the plain,
slender and very fair—the mistletoe.

From that plant which seemed so lovely
came a dangerous, harmful dart, Hod began to shoot;
Baldr’s brother was born very quickly;
Odin’s son began fighting at one night old.

33

34

35

36

Nor did he ever wash his hands nor comb his hair,
until he brought Baldr’s adversary to the funeral pyre;
and in Fen-halls Frigg wept
for the woe of Valhall—do you understand yet, or what 
    more?

Then oppressive bonds were twisted,
rather severe fetters, made of Vali’s entrails.

She saw a captive lying under the grove of hot springs,
that evil-loving form, Loki she recognized;
there sits Sigyn, not at all happy
about her husband—do you understand yet, or what
    more?

From the east falls, from poison valleys,
a river of knives and swords, Cutting it is called.

28-29:  The Seeress, identified with the  moon/Freyia above (st 22 & 23), is now in conversation 
with Odin. The stage has now been set for the rest of the Voluspa, when the seeress tells the 
way of the worlds after receiving gifts/offerings. She, the moon, from the perspective of the sky 
will tell of the nine worlds, mentioned in st. 2, as here suggested the various parts of the sky, the 
accompanying constellations, groupings and progression.
30: The Valkyries could be here the Pleiades, or their shields are the stars. And, they are ready to 
‘ride over the earth’, an indication for the rise. They remain of course stationary over the Milky 
Way as Midgard, thus in this way riding as well over the mythical earth. Another story in the 
Poetic Edda has Odin sleeping with seven sisters (Harbard’s Song 18, Larringtion 1999, 72). The 
path of the planets is along the Pleiades. This is followed by a verse where Thor relates he has 
created two stars in heaven (=Asgard) from a giant’s eyes. 
At about the same time the Pleiades rise, it is the summer solstice—the stars cannot be seen 
however, but the progression would be known if this story were for telling on one long night.
31-33: At about the same time Baldr—the bloody offering—is going to be shot by Hod. 
‘Mistletoe’ does not grow in Iceland or Norway, which has led to various interpretations towards 
something other than the plant species itself: as a sword, rod or stick (Davidson 1964, 187). 
What Baldr is has been long discussed. As a name he known from various sources; for example, 
including ‘bright day’ and as a deity of the sky, but mere surmise according to Davidson (1964, 
183). Going on with one text progression, however, and connecting Baldr to the sun/light, an 
important occurrence could put the sun at its greatest height as the summer solstice. Shooting 
would be connected with the constellation Sagittarius/The Archer, going down in the southwest. 
Very little of this constellation is visible in Iceland, and what there is of it could be seen as a shaft.
Of course nothing would be visible around this time of the year because of the sun. It does not 
become dark enough to see any stars at all. Within the interpretation of inversion put forward 
in Chapter 6, the stars of the myths are almost in constant ‘darkness’ in this period of the year 
because of Icelandic/Norse latitude and time of year, for earthlings the time of constant light. At 
one level then, Hod’s blindness mentioned by Snorri can also be explained—Hod cannot really 
see to shoot, he is blinded by light. Or, in terms of inversion, there is constant darkness. 

It is the gods’ longest night. As a prediction, as one long night’s story, the constellation 
would be in place, but added is the predicted movement, place and progression of the sun 
(see also st. 62). 
In st. 32, ‘one night old’ is clearly a metaphor for a rise, as the brother of Baldr, possibly 
the rebirth of the sun itself, starting the path back towards the gods’ longest day that 
within inversion would be the Winter Solstice. 
Frigg is mentioned, and as the consort of Odin, and Tacitus’ Mercury as planet 
designation, she may be the planet Venus. 
34-35: Loki is an important figure, a demonic trickster figure, who also changes his form. 
Bound by a grove, thus on the earth, he is then located on Milky Way. The constellation 
‘Perseus’ might be a candidate, very indirectly obtained, with further indications drawn 
from that book of the Edda, Lokasenna, where Loki after exchanging insults with the gods 
and goddesses, is caught in his guise as a salmon in a waterfall. Bound with the bowels of 
his son, Skadi fastened a snake above Loki which dripped poison in his face. This snake 
element can be found in the constellation Perseus. He is traditionally holding Medussa’s 
head, represented by that star Algol, with the snake element as her hair; ‘Its English 
nickname of ‘the Demon Star’ is a fair rendering of the original Arabic....’ (Room 1988, 
52). Why ‘the English’ would have a nickname similar to the Arabic is not stated. Loki is a 
complex figure, who can change his form, is the father of Hel and is described by some as 
a demonic being (e.g. De Vries 1956/57, s506); Another figure, his wife, sits near to him, 
and a prominent star Capella, also on the Milky Way, sits nearby to Algol. 
36: The river Slith/Cutting is in a position to be the constellation Eridanus, rising in 
the east. In English it is usually known as ‘The River’, as it was by the Greeks and Arabs 
(Room 1988, 85). 





37

38

39

To the north there stood on Dark-of-moon Plains,
a hall of gold, of the lineage of Sindri;
and another stood on Never-cooled Plain,
the beer-hall of the giant who is called Brimir.

A hall she saw standing far from the sun,
on Corpse-strand; its doors look north;
drops of poison fall in through the roof-vents,
the hall is woven of serpents’ spines.

There she saw wading in turbid streams
men who swore false oaths and murderers,
and those who seduced the close confidantes of other 
    men;
there Nidhogg sucks the bodies of the dead—
a wolf tears the corpses of men—do you understand yet,
    or what more?

40

41

42

In the east sat an old woman in Iron-wood
and nurtured there offspring of Fenrir;
a certain one of them in monstrous form
will be the snatcher of the moon.

The corpses of doomed men fall,
the gods’ dwellings are reddened with crimson blood;
sunshine becomes black the next summer,
all weather is vicious—do you understand yet, or what
    more?

He sat on the mound and plucked his harp,
the herdsman of the giantess, cheerful Eggther;
a rooster crowed in Gallows-wood,
that bright-red cockerel who is called Fialar.

43

44

45

Golden-comb crowed for the Æsir,
he wakens the warriors at the Father of Hosts’;
and another crows down below the earth,
a sooty-red cock in the halls of Hel.

Garm bays loudly before Gnipa-cave,
the rope will break and the ravener run free,
much wisdom she knows, I see further ahead
to the terrible doom of the fighting gods.

Brother will fight brother and be his slayer,
brother and sister will violate the bond of kinship;
hard it is in the world, there is much adultery,
axe-age, sword-age, shields are cleft asunder,
wind-age, wolf-age, before the world plunges headlong;
no man will spare another.

37: In the north, as hall as possibly the constellation Gemini/Twins as it in the NE; Sindri 
is a dwarf (de Vries & Otten) and as being partially on the Milky Way, Gemini would fitting 
with the earth and dwarf connection discussed above. 
More to the north is the constellation Greater Bear, a constellation Hall possibly done up 
in word-play (Old Norse beer is bjorr and bear is bjorn). Snorri mentions Brimir’s Hall, as 
it was known by the Æsir, was also King Priam’s Hall, in Troy (Skald. Faulkes 1987, 65). We 
then also known where Troy is (contra Schliemann), and the big wooden Horse has already 
been identified. Other Greater Bear identifications can be made: Snorri relates (Gylf. Faulkes 
1987, 32) that all the fallen warriors inhabiting Valhall would always be fed by a boar 
called Sæhrimnir: every day he is cooked and each evening he is whole, to be eaten again. 
This could be the Greater Bear, which is always present. Cooked during the day and each 
evening present. A kenning for hog is slaughter-bear (Skald. Faulkes 1987, 164). Snorri also 
relates that an ever-present boar, made by a dwarf, was given to Freyr. The boar is described: 
‘it never got so dark from night or in worlds of darkness that it was not bright enough 
wherever it went, there was so much light shed from its bristles’ (Skald. Faulkes 1987, 97). 
38: Again, a hall/constellation connection; ‘far from the sun’ would be to the west, still 
extending the interpretation from time keeping before dawn. Nastrond/Corpse Beach 
would be the edge of the Milky Way on the side of the underworld/sea. Here is the 
constellation Ophiuchus, in English usually known as The Serpent Holder and in Greek, 
The Snake Holder. 
39: The place of action is still Nastrond/Corpse Beach of the previous stanza. The Dragon 
(Nithhogg) is generally considered to be that laying beneath Yggdrasil, gnawing at a root. 
This would be a reference to the constellation Dragon/Draco, under the tree/Horse, and 
also near to the Milky Way.

The last line refers to a wolf. In the west there is Lupus as part of the constellation 
Centaurus, on the Milky Way; it is however never visible for the latitudes of Iceland or 
Norway. 
40: In the east, a bright star must be implied. Aldebaran is up and may be that referred to 
as the giantess in Ironwood, or even Bellatrix (‘female warrior’ Room 1988, 64) in Orion. 
Larrington’s translation of ‘nuturing’ is different to Bellow’s ‘fore’ (as in before) and Otten’s 
is ‘opvoeden’—to bring up. Within the double meaning, bringing up can also be taken in the 
literal sense of raising the next mentioned figure of Fenrir. The next constellation to rise is 
Orion. 
For such an easily seen and striking grouping of stars, Orion as myth has very little classical 
content. ‘His stories seem to have been invented to account for the position and apparent 
motion of the stars in his own and neighbouring constellations’; he was, as constellation 
known as ‘The Giant’ in Greek and Arabic and Three Ploughmen in some parts of Germany 
(Room 1988, 124). As noted in Chapter 6, his belt was also known as Frigg's Spindle.
The reason The Giant/Orion is here associated with the wolf Fenrir is the positioning, 
timing and visibility, and indirect correspondences fitting with the threatening aspect of the 
mythical figure as described in this poem of the Edda, as elsewhere. Importantly, two other 
sources give indications: In Lokasenna 41 (Larrington trans.), Freyr says: ‘A wolf I see lying 
before a river mouth, until the gods are torn asunder.’This river referencing could relate 
to the constellation The River from stanza 36, which begins at the foot of Orion, the star 
Rigel. Snorri relates (Gylf; Faulkes 1987, 28-29) Fenrir is bound at his legs. The ephemeral 
bind is shown by how the bond was made: by dwarfs using the sound of the cat’s footfall 
and the woman’s beard, the mountain’s roots and the bear’s sinews and the fish’s breath and 
bird’s spittle. The story goes that Fenrir could not break the bind. And he has not.





Snorri relates further how Fenrir ‘howls horribly and saliva runs from its mouth. This forms 
the river called Hope. There it will lie until Ragnarok.’ Ragnorok will be suggested below to 
be the end of the year, also the time when the constellation Fenrir/Orion goes under in the 
west. 
The wolf Fenrir has his jaws propped open, according to Snorri, with a sword. Orion as 
constellation is known to be holding a sword. Referencing is not found in the central theme, 
but in the details, and when the details come from Snorri, one should have been forewarned, 
as he does have, but largely ignored, direct references to Greek mythology in these same 
works.
41: Present before dawn, Fenrir effects a reddening (red sky at dawn...) along the horizon 
east to south, of the aspect of the sky of the gods home. 
Again within inversion, the reference to the gods’ summer is Iceland’s winter, and fraught 
with storms.
42: From the eastern aspect, near/on the Milky Way of st. 40, this verse is to the opposite, to 
the west, and constellation Lyre/Lyra, Eggther and his harp. Fialar is somewhat above, and 
would be constellation Cyngus/The Swan. The Greeks knew it as well simply as Ornis, Bird. 
43: There is no bird constellation by Odin’s Hall/square of Pegasus, but Gollinkambi/
Golden-comb could be in the tree, as a golden star. To the opposite side of the sky, but not 
yet visible, is the hall of Hel. It is below the earth/Milky Way; and in this verse also below in 
the sense of our earth, below the horizon. In opposition metaphorically to the happy place 
of the gods’ hall, the square of Horse, this evil place is logically in opposition spatially. There 
is also gender opposition of male : female :: good : bad. The constellations below the Milky 
Way will be accounted for in the following stanzas excepting Virgo. 

Hel is the female personification of the underworld and daughter of the giant Loki. Virgo is 
her Hall through indirect classical associations. The constellation is not visible at this time, 
but as the daughter of Loki the constellation does follow another form of Loki, and his 
ship of the dead (st. 51). Although Virgo is often connected to the goddess of the harvest, 
Demeter, Room (1988, 163) notes, there are also tales linking the constellation Virgo with 
Persephone, in the underworld for eight or six months of the year. The bird constellation 
Corvus/The Raven is next to Virgo, as now drawn, and could be that referred to as in/near 
Hel’s hall.
44: This is the first time Garm is mentioned. Garm is designated as the ‘best of dogs’ 
(Grimnismal st. 44). 
The constellation Greater Dog/Canis Major comes up in the southwest, facing off against 
Orion/Wolf still on his Eridanus River fetter. Garm is at the edge of the Milky Way. This 
is one of the best indications for the bordering function as then perceived of tri-partition 
of the night sky. Larrington has translated ‘Gnipahellir’ as a cave, but De Vries sees the 
meaning as an opening between steep cliffs. For the position of Greater Dog, on the Milky 
Way, both translations are apt. Constellation Garm guards the entrance to the underworld, 
the other sphere of the heavens, where Hel has been placed, to the other side of the Milky 
Way/Midgard. The Greater Dog constellation was in any case known to the inhabitants of 
Schagen Mug. I & III, as a large figure set out guarding the settlement in the form of pits 
and burials of very large dogs (Chap. 4 & 6). Sirius has come up in the southeast.
Otten’s translation is that the ‘Wolf ’s fetters have burst’ instead of ‘will burst’. Either way, 
Fenrir the Wolf/Orion, being higher in the sky at the time before dawn is no longer tied to 
the eastern horizon. Sirius will have risen in September. 
The figures of the next verses are all present now along the east-northeast horizon. 

46

47

49

The sons of Mim are at play and fate catches fire
at the ancient Giallar-horn;
Heimdall blows loudly, his horn is in the air.
Odin speaks with Mim’s head.

Yggdrasill shudders, the tree standing upright,
the ancient tree groans and the giant is loose;
all are terrified on the roads to hell,
before Surt’s kin swallows it up.

Garm bays loudly before Gnipa-cave,
the rope will break and the ravener run free,
much wisdom she knows, I see further ahead
to the terrible doom of the victorious gods.

50

51

48

Hrym drives from the east, he has his shield before
    him,
the great serpent writhes in giant rage;
the serpent churns the waves, the eagle shrieks in
    anticipation,
pale-beaked he tears the corpse, Naglfar breaks loose.

A ship journeys from the east, Muspell’s people are
    coming
over the waves, and Loki steers.
There are the monstrous brood with all the raveners,
The brother of Byleist is in company with them.

What of the Æsir? What of the elves?
All Giantland groans. The Æsir are in council.
The dwarfs howl before their rocky doors,
the princes of the mountain wall—do you understand 
    yet, or what more?

52

53

54

Surt comes from the south with the harm of branches,
the sun of the slaughter-gods glances from his sword;
the rocky cliffs crack open and the troll-women are
    abroad,
men tread the road to hell and the sky splits apart.

Then the second grief of Frigg comes about
when Odin advances to fight against the wolf,
and the bright slayer of Beli against Surt;
then the beloved of Frigg must fall.

Then the great son of War-father,
Vidar, advances against the Beast of Slaughter;
with his hand he stabs his sword to the heart
of Loki’s kinsman: then his father is avenged.





46 – 47: This is where things start going wrong; and, having now positioned the ‘world of 
the gods:underworld’, it becomes obvious why this is. The world inhabited by the gods is 
that half of the night sky with constellation Horse, that half becoming increasingly more 
dominant since March before sunrise. By July, the sky is balanced, the border of the Milky 
Way about east-west: the gods’ world to the south, the underworld to the north. With the 
rise of the Sirius, as the brightest star in the sky, in September, the dog days begin. In more 
southernly climates, this point is normally understood as the hot and sultry period on real 
earth. Here it is the point when literally all hell breaks loose, or the flood gates open as the 
underworld also has the ship of the dead. 
Heimdall’s Horn could be the Little Dipper the constellation including the pole star, always 
high. (In Spain, the constellation is a horn: Hall 1989, 181). The Giant is generally taken to 
be Loki, who bound is now shaking himself free. Identified as possibly being a star in, or as 
the constellation Perseus, this indirectly achieved positioning is supported. It is also overhead 
at the time before dawn. Lokasenna supplies the information that he is causing an earthquake 
by shaking himself loose. Positioned on Earth/Midgard/Milky Way, it shakes and also shakes 
the World Tree/Horse rooted in it.
49: Garm is still howling as Greater Dog
50: Hrym is a giant, coming from the east, and the bright star Regulus has come up in the 
northeast, at the front of constellation Leo/Lion. At the same time, the world serpent’s head 
has come up in the form of the head of Hydra/Watersnake, on the east. The eagle shrieking 
could be Aquila/The Eagle, which has gone down in the west somewhat before. Naglfar, 
breaks loose, which would be the ship of the dead Leo/Lion breaking, sailing, away from the 
horizon.
51:  Bellows considers that Hrym is at the helm of the ship of the dead (and as Regulus, 
this is apt). The ship (as known from other texts) is made from the fingernails of dead men, 
another star metaphor. Loki is at the stern, steering, which could be the star Denobola, 
a giant star, the tail of constellation Leo. The brother of Byleist is also Loki, and all are 
travelling from the east to the west, the same as the path of the roving wolf Fenrir/Orion. 
Ships are to be seen on gravestones (fig.  70), and the relative positioning is given of the 
above textual, as interpreted by the Horse constellation, the Midgard/Milky Way band, and 
the ocean/underworld.

52: Surt is a fire-demon (De Vries, note of vs 45). Nothing clear is happening in the 
southern sky, except it is the place the Milky Way goes into the horizon. The meteorological 
is given by the comparison to sun, possibly within inversion, as a reference to the moon. 
The troll-women are unclear. But, the sky is indeed cloven in two, divided by the Milky 
Way, equally into the regions of the underworld and that of the gods, although the head of 
Pegasus, and part of the crown of the tree are now disappearing.
53: Odin loses against the wolf, Fenrir/Orion. The ‘bright slayer’ refers to Freyr, seeking out 
Surt. 
54: ‘Then …advances’ would be another rise: the giant star Acturus advances. Generally 
agreed is that Vidar kills the Wolf (Loki’s kinsman) in this verse.
Vidar is ‘the silent god, famed chiefly for his great shield, and his strength’ (Bellows 1936, 
21). Perhaps the great star Acturus is his shield. Of the constellation Boötes, Arcturus has 
various translations: herdsman, ox-driver or cowherd (Room 1988,65-66). The more prosaic 
activities given by the latter designations for this October month would be bringing cattle 
down from summer pastures; and, in the sky driving the constellation ‘Taurus’ towards the 
slaughter month of November. However, the name ‘Boötes’ through the Greek word ‘Boetes’ 
and the Roman names for the constellation as ‘Vociferator’ or ‘Clamator’ have also been 
interpreted as having to do with clamourous (Room 1988, 65-66). It is again Snorri who 
supplies the information taken seriously: he is the silent god (Skalds. Faulkes 1987, 76, 82). 
This might again be another indication of Snorri’s word-play, as inversion of a Greek/Latin 
theme: from clamourous to silent. The Arabic name for the star Arcturus translates as ‘the 
lofty lance-bearer’. 

Here Vidar uses a sword against Fenrir the Wolf/Orion which as constellation has reached 
its highest in the south, and is across from Vidar/Acturus. Fenrir/Orion will start sinking—
dying—towards the west in the coming months. 





55: The earth-girdler is Iormungand, the world serpent that has by now (early November) 
reached its highest position in the southern sky. He will be met by Thor and is, as literally 
stated, gaping in the air, as Hydra/Water Snake.
56:  The rise is clear, as Odin’s son advances, generally agreed to be Thor. The constellation 
Hercules has risen fully in the northeast. This constellation is one of the referencing points 
provided by the settlement of Schagen Muggenburg-I, the figure holding a hammer in his 
right pit-hand. Thor/Hercules in this version is positioned across from the World Serpent/
Hydra—about nine of his steps, taking the distance between his stellar feet (c 16°) as a step, 
where he has fallen back after fighting the serpent. Both De Vries and Bellows interpret that 
Thor has been slain. 
Bellows, Larrington and De Vries use men and people who leave their homes/homesteads. 
Otten’s translation has the ‘heroes’ leaving their birthplace. If the sense were that of heroes, 
those having gained a place in Asgard, the interpretation would be that the aspect of the sky 
of Heaven/Asgard has now completely disappeared, as the Underworld/Utgard takes over the 
entire night sky. The heroes are in that sense leaving. Alternatively, Midgard, the earth peopled, 
as the Milky Way, is close to the horizon, and is perhaps not visible. 

57: That described could be both the situation on our earth, describing a December situation, 
and/or the situation at ‘dawn’: the sun (=moon) and stars vanish, also in December. The 
earth/Midgard/Milky Way sky earth is along the western horizon—sinking literally into an 
Icelandic/Norwegian horizon of ocean. However, the sun only rises about 2° at its highest 
and disappears within about four hours. The ‘high flame’ could be describing this light. 
At this level of interpretation, the end of the world is here the end of the night, and the end 
of the year.
58: The constellation Garm/Greater Dog and Fenrir/Orion, the wolf, have gone down in the 
southwest and ESE. 
59: Verses 59-65 give an encapsulated version of the next five or six months. Milky 
Way/Midgard, the earth, rises again (along the north to EES). It is eternally green, again 
the immortal aspect of the sky feature. The first constellation to come up in the east is 
Eagle/Aquila, and it is situated on Midgard/earth. It catches fish in the form of the nearby 
constellation Delphinus/Dolphin, also in the east, and fish-like (see fig. 69).
60: With the coming months of the new year, at dawn, the constellation Horse/World Tree 
wheels into view. If gods are planets, they can now move along this aspect of the sky. The 
landscape of Asgard is again present 
61: The golden playing pieces refer to the immortality of stars. 
 

55

56

57

58

In the air gapes the Earth-girdler,
the terrible jaws of the serpent yawn above;
Odin’s son must meet the serpent;
(the kin of Vidar is the death of the wolf).

Then the glorious son of Earth,
Odin’s son, advances to fight against the serpent,
in his wrath the defender of earth strikes,
all men must leave their homesteads;
nine steps Fiorgyn’s child takes,
with difficulty, from the serpent of whom scorn is never
    spoken.

The sun turns black, earth sinks into the sea, 
the bright stars vanish from the sky;
steam rises up in the conflagration,
a high flame plays against heaven itself.

Garm bays loudly before Gnipa-cave,
the rope will break and the ravener run free,
much wisdom she knows, I see further ahead
to the terrible doom of the victory-gods.

59

60

61

62

She sees, coming up a second time,
Earth from the ocean, eternally green;
the waterfall plunges, an eagle soars over it,
hunting fish on the mountain.

The Æsir meet on Idavoll
and they converse about the mighty Earth-girdler,
and they remember there the great events
and the ancient runes of the Mighty One.

There afterwards will be found in the grass
the wonderful golden chequers,
those which they possessed in the ancient times.

Without sowing the fields will grow,
all ills will be healed, Baldr will come back;
Hod and Baldr, the gods of slaughter, will live happily
    together
in the sage’s palaces—do you understand yet, or what
more?

63

64

65

66

Then Hænir will choose wooden slips for prophecy,
and the sons of two brothers will inhabit, widely,
the windy world—do you understand yet, or what more?

A hall she sees standing, fairer than the sun,
thatched with gold, at Gimle;
there the noble lords will live
and spend their days in pleasure.

Then the powerful, mighty one, he who rules over
    everything,
will come from above, to the judgement-place of the 
    gods.

There comes the dark dragon flying,
the shining serpent, up from Dark-of-moon Hills;
Nidhogg flies over the plain, in his wings
he carries corpses; now she must sink down.





62: The fields can ‘grow’ without sowing, as the plain is also immortal and increasingly coming 
into view. 
Baldr and Hod are together. If this is early January, the sun, suggested to be Baldr, is coming 
up at the position of the few stars visible of The Archer/Saggitarius, which was identified 
with Hod. In the one sense of the verse, they are together. Baldr was shot down by Hod 
(st. 32), suggested as the event of the Summer Solstice, the shortest of the gods’ days, and 
although one cannot see stars during this time, the progression would be known, and where 
constellations and sun came up along the horizon. 
When stars were visible again, as nights again begin—around the end of August—the rising of 
Baldr/sun takes place at the positions within the Utgard/Underworld aspect. 
He comes up at the position of the Ship of the Dead/Leo in early September and in the 
region of Hel’s Hall/Virgo, in October. He rises at the position of Midgard/Milky Way, after 
the start of the new year. Now, in this verse, Baldr/sun/son of Odin rises—is pulled into 
position, is preceded by the landscape of Asgard, before dawn. That is, heroes and gods are 
together again.
63: Divination is again mentioned. Who the two sons would be has not yet been understood.  
64: The square of Pegasus is now completely in view as the hall of Gimle, which is generally 
taken as Valhall (Odin’s Hall) due to Snorri's indications (Gylf.; Faulkes 1987, 9, 20, 56). Again 
the golden aspect of immortality is mentioned for the shingles as stars. 
Considering the square of Pegasus as Valhall, what Snorri relates becomes clear. Again, 
inversion is used. The square itself, and what makes it so definable and easily recognized in 
the sky is that it contains only a few, very dim stars. As suggested within interpreting through 
inversion, our night is the day; thus, during our night there is no one at home, the square is 
empty, the occupants are out and about doing what heroes do, as Snorri relates (Gylf. Faulkes 
1987, 34), after perplexing the reader on the unreal, ‘But to tell the truth [Valhall] is not more 
crowded when it is occupied than when it is being entered’:
‘Each day after they have got dressed they put on war-gear and go out into the courtyard 
and fight each other and they fall upon the other. This is their sport. And when dinner-

time approaches they ride back to Valhall and sit down to drink...’. We cannot not see them 
imbibing, after crowding into the square, as their dinner-time is our dawning, their activities 
in Odin’s Hall as Odin’s Horse, is blacked out by light.
65: He who rules over everything would be Odin, and the judgement place would be in 
Asgard, perhaps that part of the path of planets, along the back of constellation Horse.
66: The translations of the last stanza can be taken as a direct reference to stars, as at one and the 
same time the dragon is dark, but shining; or, as translated by Bellows, as ‘bright’, and sparkling/
glittering by De Vries and Otten.  Described is the Dragon/Draco constellation as Nidhogg. 
Situated within the Underworld, near to the edge of Midgard/Milky Way, it carries corpses. The 
constellation Dragon/Nidhogg could be directly overhead. It is in any case always visible, and 
always gnawing at the roots of the World Tree/Odin’s Horse, here under the earth of Midgard.
The Seeress, taken as the moon, now sinks away—goes under and/or becomes invisible 
through the light of dawn. 

All is right with the world, certainly for some men, the fallen heroes. The lesser in stature—
dwarfs—still, and forever, caught between heaven and hel in their small Midgard stars. The gods’ 
world is that spanning the sky from overhead to the eastern horizon of the sky; the Milky Way/
Earth is running north-south; the Fenriswolf, World Snake, Ship of the Dead and Hall of Hel 
have drowned in the west through dying into the horizon leading to a few months of mythical 
respite until they reappear in the east.

In real life, most of the major stars visible in Iceland (c. 1000 AD) have been accounted for.
Bundled into The World Tree are Water Carrier (although Mim’s head might be here), 
Southern Fish, Ram, and Whale. Lengthening the World Serpent has been done in 
surrounding the ocean of the earth/Midgard/Milky Way by including some stars of Libra and 
Scorpion. Heidrun, the goat, is placed by Snorri (Gylf. 39) in the top of the tree and can be 
identified with Capricorn/The Goat (fig. 68).


